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These elegant catamarans are perfect for
entertaining large groups of friends and
family while also serving as your luxury
apartment on the sea.
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MODEL
HPC48

NAVAL ARCHITECT
BILL DIXON

STRONG & STABLE
THE 4x4 OF THE SEA

The HPC48 is a strong, stable power catamaran
that has been dubbed the 4x4 of the sea
PRINCIPAL
DIMENTIONS
Length Overall:
46.46ft / 14.16m
Waterline Length:
45.44ft / 13.85m
Beam:
22.41ft / 6.828m
Draft:
3.61ft / 1.1m
Light Displacement:
48502lb/ 22t
Fuel Capacity:
396gal/1500 liters
Water Capacity:
132gal/ 500 liters

Boasting large wraparound saloon windows, modern
spacious interiors and three beautifully furnished
cabins. The HPC48 is your luxury apartment on the
sea and your holiday venue for family and friends.
The flybridge helm has ample room for up to 15 people
and has been fitted with a barbecue grill, large sofa with
table, a sound system and a king size sun lounger —
all perfect for relaxing with company whilst taking in
the 360 degree ocean views. The extra sun lounger in
the forward cockpit offers yet another area from which
to enjoy the ocean experience as you glide across the
water.

The saloon is fitted with generous modern galley
space, a dining table that seats eight people, a reading
sofa and a drinks bar. Perfect indoor outdoor flow is
created with the large windows and triple panel sliding
doors which maximize the views from within the
saloon. The abundance of natural light throughout
means that the interiors always feel roomy and bright.
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FLYBRIDGE

SALOON

THREE CABIN OPTION

FOUR CABIN OPTION
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MODEL
HPC52

NAVAL ARCHITECT
BILL DIXON

A PERFECT
HOLIDAY HOME

The extra space means you can enjoy the benefits of
more refrigerator space, larger water makers and
added storage.
PRINCIPAL
DIMENTIONS
Length Overall:
50.22ft / 15.31m
Waterline Length:
48.23ft / 14.70m
Beam:
22.41ft / 6.828m
Draft:
4.27ft / 1.3m
Fuel Capacity:
3000 liters / 793gal
Water Capacity:
500 liters / 132gal

The HPC52 takes all the luxury and comfort of the
HPC48 and builds on it. This larger platform permits
greater scope for owner customization, heavier payloads and enhanced stability. The extended option list
includes a fully enclosed flybridge.
The HPC52 has an expended aft deck and the elegant
structural design avoids obstructive pillars and supports to thoroughly maximize use of space. This power
catamaran is all about creating comfort and room. Invite friends and family along for the ride without it ever
feeling crowded.

The HPC52 also comes with new options for the
flybridge which include a bimini, hard top cover
or partially or fully enclosed launching cover.
Like her sister the HPC48, the HPC52 is a smooth and
stable ride and, due to the extended hull and modified
transom, permits even heavier payloads.
Natural extension of lines from the forward cockpit up
through to the flybridge creates an elegant and distinct
look.
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FLYBRIDGE

SALOON
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MODEL
HPC56

PRINCIPAL
DIMENTIONS

The flybridge is available in three
distinct versions; open with radar
arch, hard top or fully enclosed
wheelhouse.

Length overall:
57.85ft/ 17.63m
Waterline length:
53.62ft/ 16.34m
Beam:
26.25ft/ 8m
Draft:
4.4ft/ 1.34m
Displacement (half load):
77162lb/ 35tonnes
Fuel Capacity:
793gal/ 3000 liters
Water Capacity:
264gal/ 1000 liters

NAVAL ARCHITECT
BILL DIXON

A LUXURY APARTMENT
ON THE SEA

The enclosed flybridge allows you to create a fully
air-conditioned wheelhouse with internal stairs linking
it to the saloon
Power catamaran design has never been so luxurious and comfortable as the new HPC56 Powercat.
The combination of striking styling, excellent performance and complete comfort make this catamaran
an exciting new entry in the market.
The Design and overall concept follow her sister, the
HPC48, with modern styling, class leading interiors
and options to satisfy all tastes.
The exterior features multiply living spaces from the
spacious aft deck to the open foredeck seating area,
to the signature flybridge. Some of the most exciting aspects of this design are in the options for the
flybridge which is available in three distinct versions;
open with radar arch, hard top or fully enclosed
wheelhouse.

Both the hard top and enclosed flybridge have
great protection from the elements and the option
of electrically opening roofs.
The spacious saloon has galley and dining aft,
with the galley opening to the aft deck, putting it
at the centre of social activities. The large galley
will comfortable cater to family and friends and
features a full height domestic refrigerator/
freezer. The forward half of the saloon is a comfortable area for guests to relax. Depending on the
options, the saloon will also feature an inside helm.
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FLYBRIDGE

SALOON

THREE CABIN OPTION

FOUR CABIN OPTION
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Through concept and design, manufacturing, sales and service,
Hudson Yacht Group delivers boats of the highest quality and
stands behind every boat we build
Hudson Yacht Group offers semi-custom and production
yachts unlike anything on the market thanks to an unmatched combination of strengths: an award-winning
design group, a master boatbuilding team, the credibility
and longevity of a manufacturing powerhouse, and an
intricate network of the world’s best sales and service
professionals.
Hudson Yacht Group has partnered with the industry’s
best designers, brokers, charter, concierge and service
professionals - all in an effort to give our clients the
ultimate ownership experience.

The facilities are world class. With nearly
30,000sqm dedicated to our boatbuilding operation,
and an additional 8000sqm, of small parts fabrication, storage and office space, Hudson Yacht Group’s
boat building operation is one of China’s largest. We
utilize industry leading technology and implements
industry-best practices in every aspect of the build
process.
www.HudsonYachtGroup.com

Our wholly owned yard is located in Xiamen, China. An
international team of designers, project managers and
veteran boatbuilders leads a 300-person production
staff in a state-of-the-art facility.
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www.HudsonPowercat.com
Sales@HudsonPowercat.com
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